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Ergodic Theorems for StochasticOperators and Discrete EventNetworksF. Baccelli and J. MairesseAbstractWe present a survey of the main ergodic theory techniques whichare used in the study of iterates of monotone and homogeneous stochas-tic operators. It is shown that ergodic theorems on discrete eventnetworks (queueing networks and/or Petri nets) are a generalizationof these stochastic operator theorems. Kingman's subadditive ergodicTheorem is the key tool for deriving what we call �rst order ergodicresults. We also show how to use backward constructions (also calledLoynes schemes in network theory) in order to obtain second orderergodic results. We will propose a review of systems entering theframework insisting on two models, precedence constraints networksand Jackson type networks.Introduction Many systems appearing in manufacturing, communicationor computer science accept a description in terms of discrete event systems.A usual characteristic of these systems is the existence of some sources ofrandomness a�ecting their behaviour. Hence a natural framework to studythem is the one of stochastic discrete event systems.In this survey paper, we are concerned with two di�erent types of models.First, we consider the study of the iterates Tn � Tn�1 � � � � � T0, where Ti :Rk �
! Rk is a random monotone and homogeneous operator. Second, weintroduce and study stochastic discrete event networks entering the so-calledmonotone-separable framework. A subclass of interest is that of stochasticopen discrete event networks.It will appear that these models, although they have been studied quiteindependently in the past years, have a lot of common points. They share thesame kind of assumptions and properties : monotonicity, homogeneity andnon-expansiveness. In fact, we are going to show that monotone-separablediscrete event networks are a generalization of monotone-homogeneous oper-ators. However, when a system can be modelled as an operator, it providesa more precise description and stronger results.In both types of models, we are working with daters. Typically, we haveto study a random process X(n) 2 Rk, where X(n)i represents the n � th



2occurrence of some event in the system. We are going to propose two typesof asymptotic results :1. First order results, concerning the asymptotic rates limnX(n)i=n.2. Second order results, concerning the asymptotic behaviour of di�erencessuch as X(n)i �X(n)j .The main references for the results proposed in the paper are the followingones. First order results for operators appear in Vincent [43]. Second orderresults for operators are new. First and second order results for open discreteevent networks are proved in Baccelli and Foss [5]. First order results forgeneral discrete event networks are new. A more complete presentation willbe done in a forthcoming paper [7].The paper is organized as follows. In Part I, we treat �rst order resultsand in Part II, second order ones. In each part, we consider operators anddiscrete event networks separately. In a last part, we propose a review of sys-tems entering the frameworks insisting on two models, precedence constraintsnetworks and Jackson type networks.We aim at emphasizing how theorems on stochastic systems are obtainedas an interaction between structural properties of deterministic systems andprobabilistic tools. In order to do so, we introduce �rst the probabilistic tools(�1 and 5). Then we present some properties on deterministic systems. Atlast, we prove the main theorem for stochastic systems.Part IFirst Order Ergodic Results1 Probabilistic ToolsWe consider a probability space (
;F ; P ). We consider a bijective and bi-measurable shift operator � : 
 ! 
. We assume that � is stationary andergodic with respect to the probability P .Lemma 1.1 (Ergodic lemma). If A 2 F is such that �(A) � A thenPfAg = 0 or 1.Theorem 1.2 (Kingman's subadditive ergodic theorem [32]). Let usconsider Xl;n; l < n 2 Z; a doubly-indexed sequence of integrable random vari-ables such that� stationarity : Xn;n+p = X0;p � �n; 8n; p; p > 0.



3� boundedness : E[X0;n] > �Cn; 8n > 0, for some �nite constantC > 0.� subadditivity : Xl;n 6 Xl;m +Xm;n; 8l < m < n.Then there exists a constant  such that the following convergence holds bothin expectation and a.s.limn!1 E[X0;n]n = ; limn!1 X0;nn =  P a:s: (1.1)Remark 1.1. The convergence in expectation is straightforward. In fact,we have by subadditivity, E(X0;n) 6 E(X0;m) +E(Xm;n). By stationarity, itimplies E(X0;n) 6 E(X0;m) +E(X0;n�m). The real sequence un = fE(X0;n)gis subadditive, hence un=n converges in R[ f�1g. Because of the bounded-ness assumption, we conclude that the limit is �nite.Remark 1.2. If we have additivity instead of subadditivity, then the pre-vious theorem reduces to the following result:limn!1 �ni=0Xi;i+1n n!1�! E(X0;1) P a:s:When the sequence fXn;n+1; n 2 Ng is i.i.d., this is simply the Strong Lawof Large Numbers. More generally, when the sequence fXn;n+1; n 2 Ng isstationary ergodic (i.e. Xn;n+1 = X0;1 � �n), it is Birkho�'s ergodic theorem.2 Application to Operators2.1 SubadditivityWe call (deterministic) operator a map T : Rk ! Rk which is measurablewith respect to B, the Borel �-�eld of Rk. Let fTn; n 2 Ng be a sequence ofoperators. We associate with it and an initial condition x0 2 Rk, a sequenceon Rk : � x(n+ 1) = Tn(x(n)) = Tn � � � � � T0(x(0))x(0) = x0 : (2.1)We will sometimes use the notation x(n; x0) to emphasize the value of theinitial condition.We consider a probability space (
;F ; P; �) as de�ned above. We call random(or stochastic) operator a map T : Rk � 
 ! Rk which is measurable withrespect to B�F . As usual, we will often write T (x) for T (x; !); x 2 Rk ; ! 2



4
. A stationary and ergodic sequence of random operators is a sequencefTn; n 2 Ng verifying Tn(x; !) = T0(x; �n!). In the same way as in Equation(2.1), we associate with fTn; n 2 Ng and a (possibly random) initial conditionx0, a random process fx(n); n 2 Ng taking its values in Rk .In what follows, de�nitions apply to deterministic and random operators. Forrandom operators, the properties have to be veri�ed with probability 1.De�nition 2.1.1. Homogeneity T is homogeneous if for all x 2 Rk and � in R, T (x +�~1) = �~1 + T (x), where ~1 is the vector of Rk with all its coordinatesequal to 1.2. Monotonicity T is monotone if x 6 y implies T (x) 6 T (y) coordi-natewise.For a �physical� interpretation of these conditions, see Remark 2.1. Thenext theorem is a key tool in understanding the importance of homogeneityand monotonicity in what follows.Theorem 2.2 (Crandall-Tartar [19]). We consider an operator T : Rk !Rk and the following properties� H: T is homogeneous.� M: T is monotone.� NE: T is non-expansive with respect to the sup-norm, i.e 8x; y 2 Rk; wehave jjT (x) � T (y)jj1 6 jjx � yjj1.If H holds, then there is equivalence between M and NE. Such operators willbe referred to as monotone-homogeneous operators.Corollary 2.3. Let us consider a sequence Tn : Rk ! Rk; n 2 N; ofmonotone-homogeneous operators. If 9x 2 Rk; 9i 2 f1; : : : ; kg such thatlimn Tn � � � � � T0(x)i=n exists then :8y 2 Rk ; limn Tn � � � � � T0(y)in = limn Tn � � � � � T0(x)in : (2.2)Proof. Straightforward from non-expansivenesslimn jjTn � � � � � T0(y)� Tn � � � � � T0(x)jj1n 6 limn jjx � yjj1n : ut



5Proposition 2.4. Let Tn : Rk ! Rk be a sequence of monotone-homogeneousoperators. We de�ne e = (0; : : : ; 0)0 and for l < n; xl;n = Tn�1 � � � � � Tl(e).The maximal (resp. minimal) coordinate of xl;n forms a subadditive (resp.super-additive) process, i.e.8l < m < n 2 N; maxi(xl;n)i 6 maxi (xl;m)i +maxi (xm;n)imini(xl;n)i > mini (xl;m)i +mini (xm;n)i : (2.3)Proof. We have 8l < m < n 2 N,xl;n = Tn�1 � � � � � Tm � Tm�1 � � � � � Tl(e) = Tn�1 � � � � � Tm (xl;m)6 Tn�1 � � � � � Tm �e+ (maxi (xl;m)i)~1� (monotonicity)6 Tn�1 � � � � � Tm(e) + (maxi (xl;m)i)~1 (homogeneity):Therefore, maxi (xl;n)i 6 maxi (xl;m)i +maxi (xm;n)i:The proof of the super-additivity of the minimal coordinate is equivalent. utWe are now ready to prove the following theorem on stochastic operators.Theorem 2.5 (Vincent [43]). Let fTn; n 2 Ng be a stationary ergodic se-quence of monotone-homogeneous random operators. We de�ne the processx(n; y); y 2 Rk; as in Equation (2.1). If, for all n, the random variableTn � � � � �T1(0) is integrable and such that E(Tn � � � � �T1(0)) > �Cn, for somepositive C, then 9;  2 R such that 8y 2 Rk,limn maxi x(n; y)in =  P a:s:; limn E(maxi x(n;y)i)n =  (2.4)limn mini x(n; y)in =  P a:s:; limn E(mini x(n;y)i)n =  (2.5)Proof. We de�ne as previously the doubly-indexed sequence xl;n = Tn�1�� � ��Tl(e)i; l < n. Using Prop. 2.4, the sequences maxi(xn;m)i and �mini(xn;m)iare subadditive. Hence they satisfy the conditions of Theorem 1.2. So Equa-tion (2.4) holds for y = e = (0; : : : ; 0)0. For any other initial condition y,we obtain limn x(n; y)=n = limn x(n; e)=n using the non-expansiveness as inCorollary 2.3. utThe convergence for the maximal and minimal rates does not imply thatof the coordinates. Here is a counter-example borrowed from [43].Example 2.6. We consider a random operator T0 : R3 ! R3 verifying:x = (x1; x2; x3)0; T0(x) = (x1 + 1; x2 + 2; U0x1 + (1� U0)x2)0 ;



6where U0 is a [0; 1]-uniform random variable. We have lim inf(Tn : : : T0(x)3)=n =1 and lim sup(Tn : : : T0(x)3)=n = 2.Here is another example of the same kind:T0(x) = (�0(max(x1; x2) + 2) + (1� �0)(min(x1; x2) + 1); (1� �0)(max(x1; x2) + 2) + �0(min(x1; x2) + 1); U0x1 + (1� U0)x2)0 ;where U0 is a [0; 1]-uniform random variable and �0 is a (0; 1) Bernouillirandom variable. The random variables U0 and �0 are independent.2.2 Projective boundednessIn order to complete Proposition 2.4 or Theorem 2.5, the two main questionsare :i: Does a limit exist for (Tn � � � � � T0(y)1=n; : : : ; Tn � � � � � T0(y)k=n) ?ii: Is this limit equal to a constant (; : : : ; ) ?The general answers to these questions are not known (even for deterministicoperators). We are going to propose a su�cient condition to answer positivelyi: and ii: Let us introduce some de�nitions.De�nition 2.7 (PRk). We consider the parallelism relation :u; v 2 Rk u ' v () 9a 2 R such that 8i; ui = a+ vi :We de�ne the projective space PRk as the quotient of Rk by this parallelismrelation. Let � be the canonical projection of Rk into PRk.De�nition 2.8. Let T be an operator of Rk into Rk.1. T is projectively bounded if 9K a compact of PRk such that the image ofT is included in K, i.e. �(Im(T )) � K.2. T has a generalized �xed point if 9 2 R; x0 2 Rk such that T (x0) = ~1+x0.It is equivalent to say that T has a �xed point in the projective space (seeDef. 2.7).Proposition 2.9. Let us consider T : Rk ! Rk a monotone-homogeneousoperator. Let us consider the following assumptions.A. T is projectively bounded.B. T has a generalized �xed point.C. 8x; limn T n(x)=n = (; : : : ; )0.The following implications hold : A ) B ) C. The other implications arefalse, C 6) B 6) A and C 6) A.



7Proof. 1. A ) B. Let K be a compact of PRk such that �(T (Rk)) � K. Itimplies that �(T ) : K ! K. Hence �(T ) is continuous on a compact andhas a �xed point by application of Brouwer's Theorem.2. B ) C. Let x 2 Rk be a generalized �xed point of T , i.e T (x) = ~1+x. Itimplies T n(x) = n~1 + x and limn T n(x)=n = (; : : : ; )0. From Corollary2.3, we have 8y 2 Rk ; limn T n(y)=n = (; : : : ; )0.3. B 6) A and C 6) A. An easy counter-example is obtained by consideringthe identity operator I : Rk ! Rk; I(x) = x.4. C 6) B There exist counter-examples of dimension 2, [27]. utThis Proposition has an interesting application for stochastic operators.Theorem 2.10. Let fTn; n 2 Ng be a stationary and ergodic sequence ofrandom operators. We assume that there exist l 2 N and K a compact ofPRk such that :E = f�(Im(Tl�1 � � � � � T0)) � Kg ; P (E) > 0 : (2.6)Then 9 2 R, such that8x 2 Rk; limn Tn � � � � � T0(x)n = (; : : : ; )0 :Proof. We de�ne recursively the random variablesN1 = minfn 2 N j Tn+l�1 � � � � � Tn 2 Eg;Ni+1 = minfn 2 N j n > Ni + l; Tn+l�1 � � � � � Tn 2 Eg :First of all, let us prove that the random variables Ni are almost surely�nite. Let us consider the event A1 = fN1 < +1g. It is easy to see thatA1 is invariant by the shift �. In fact N1(��1!) = N1(!) + 1 or 0. HencefN1(!) < +1g ) fN1(��1!) < +1g, i.e. �(A) � A. By Lemma 1.1, itimplies that A is of probability 0 or 1. But (fN1 = 0g = E) � A and byassumption P (E) > 0. We conclude that P (A) = 1. A similar argumentcan now be applied to N2. For A 2 F , we de�ne the indicator function1A : 
! 
; 1A(!) = 1 i� ! 2 A. We haveP (N2 < +1) = E(1fN2<+1g) = E(Xk 1fN1=kg1fN2<+1g)= E(Xk 1fN1=kg1fN1��k+l<+1g) = E(Xk 1fN1=kg) = 1 :We conclude the proof by induction.



8 Let  and  be the maximal and minimal rates as de�ned in Prop. 2.4.Let us assume that  6= . It implies, 8x 2 Rk,lim infn (maxi x(n)i �mini x(n)i) = +1 : (2.7)But we also have that 8i 2 N; �(x(Ni+ l)) � K. It implies that (maxj x(Ni+l)j �minj x(Ni+ l)j) � K 0 where K 0 is a compact of R. Hence there exists asubsequence N�(i) such that (maxj x(N�(i)+ l)j�minj x(N�(i)+ l)j) convergesto a �nite limit. This is in contradiction with (2.7). utRemark 2.1. In many applications, the operator will be applied on a vectorof dates for a physical system. The vectors x(n) and x(n+1) = Tn(x(n)) willrepresent the dates of the nth and (n + 1)th occurrences of some events in asystem. In such a case, the homogeneity property can be interpreted as thefact that changing the absolute origin of times does not modify the dynamic ofthe system. Hence it becomes a very natural assumption. The monotonicityis interpreted as the fact that delaying an event delays all following events.3 Application to Discrete Event Networks3.1 Discrete event networksA discrete event network is characterized by1. A sequence N = N[�1;1] = f�(k);M(k); k 2 Zg;where �(k) 2 R+ and fM(k)g is a sequence of F -valued variables, whereF is some measurable space. With N and n 6 m 2 Z, we associate thesequence N[n;m] de�ned by:N[n;m] def= f�[n;m](k);M(n+ k); k 2 Ng;where �[n;m](k) def= �(n+ k), for 0 6 k 6 m� n, and �[n;m](k) def= 1, fork > m� n.2. Measurable operators �(k; :) and 	(:): (R+�F )N! R[f1g, k 2 N� ,through which are de�nedX[n;m] = 	(N[n;m]); n 6 m; X�[n;m](k) = �(k;N[n;m]); k > 1:



9Remark These variables receive the following interpretations: X�[n;m](k) isthe initiation date of the k-th event on some reference node, for the drivingsequence N[n;m].X+[n;m](k) def= X�[n;m](k) + �[n;m](k); n 6 m; k > 0is the completion date of this event. X+[n;m](k) andX�[n;m](k) are called internaldaters. X[n;m] is the maximal dater, i.e. the date of the last event in thenetwork, for the sequence N[n;m].3.2 The monotone�separable frameworkLet N and eN be two driving sequences such that �(k) 6 e�(k) <1 for all k,and with M(k) = fM(k) for all k. We denote X�[1;m](k); X+[1;m](k) and X[1;m]the daters associated with N[1;m] and eX�[1;m](k), etc. those associated witheN[1;m].A network is said to be monotone-separable if it satis�es the followingproperties for all m > 1; k > 1 and for all N and eN as above:� causality X�[1;m](m+ 1) 6 X[1;m] <1.� monotonicity X�[1;m](k) 6 eX�[1;m](k) and X[1;m] 6 eX[1;m].� non-expansiveness 1 eX�[1;m](k)�X�[1;m](k) 6 x and eX[1;m]�X[1;m] 6 x,if e�(k) = �(k) for all k 6= l, and e�(l) = �(l) + x, x > 0.� separability For 1 6 l < m, if X[1;l] 6 X+[1;m](l + 1) then X[1;m] 6X�[1;m](l + 1) +X[l+1;m].Proposition 3.1. Under the above assumptions, the sequence X[m;n] satis-�es the sub-additive inequalityX[m;n] 6 X[m;l] +X[l+1;n]; 8m 6 l < n:Proof. It is enough to prove the property for m = 1, since the general rela-tion will then be obtained by applying the relation for m = 1 to the variablesassociated with some adequate sequence. Let 1 6 l < n. There are two cases:1If one sees (	(:);�(k; :); k > 1) as an operator: (R+)N ! (R[ f1g)N � the sequencefM(k)g being �xed � this is indeed non-expansiveness when taking a L1 norm on (R+)Nand a L1 norm on (R[ f1g)N .



10Case 1: X[1;l] 6 X+[1;n](l + 1). Then, in view of separabilityX[1;n] 6 X�[1;n](l + 1) +X[l+1;n]6 X[1;l] +X[l+1;n];where we used the fact that X[1;l] > X�[1;l](l+1) > X�[1;n](l+1); which followsfrom causality and monotonicity (X�[1;l](l+1) = eX�[1;n](l+1) with e�(k) = �(k)for 1 6 k 6 l and e�(k) =1 for k > l).Case 2: X[1;l] > X+[1;n](l + 1).Consider the two sequences f�(k)g and fe�(k)g, which only di�er in their(l + 1)-st coordinate, for which we take e�(l + 1) = �(l + 1) + x, x > 0. Inview of monotonicity, X[1;n] 6 eX[1;n]: In particular, if we take x = x� withx� = X[1;l] �X+[1;n](l + 1) > 0, theneX+[1;n](l + 1) = eX�[1;n](l + 1) + �(l + 1) + x�= eX�[1;n](l + 1) + �(l + 1) +X[1;l] �X+[1;n](l + 1)= X[1;l] + eX�[1;n](l + 1)�X�[1;n](l + 1): (3.1)But X[1;l] does not depend on �(l + 1), and so X[1;l] = eX[1;l]. ThereforeeX+[1;n](l + 1) = eX[1;l] + eX�[1;n](l + 1)�X�[1;n](l + 1)> eX[1;l] (monot.):We �nally obtain that, for x = x�eX[1;n] 6 eX�[1;n](l + 1) + eX[l+1;n]; (separability)= eX+[1;n](l + 1) +X�[1;n](l + 1)�X[1;l] + eX[l+1;n]; (Equation (3:1))6 eX+[1;n](l + 1) +X�[1;n](l + 1)�X[1;l] + x� +X[l+1;n]; (non� exp:)= eX+[1;n](l + 1) +X�[1;n](l + 1)�X[1;l] +X[1;l] �X+[1;n](l + 1) +X[l+1;n]= eX+[1;n](l + 1)�X+[1;n](l + 1) +X�[1;n](l + 1) +X[l+1;n]6 x� +X�[1;n](l + 1) +X[l+1;n]; (non� exp:)= X�[1;n](l + 1)�X+[1;n](l + 1) +X[1;l] +X[l+1;n]6 X[1;l] +X[l+1;n]: utRemark 3.1. Under the additional assumption that X�[1;m](l+1) is a func-tion of f�(k); 1 6 k 6 l; and M(p); 1 6 p 6 mg only, non-expansivenesscan be replaced by the following property:



11� sub-homogeneity eX[1;m] 6 X[1;m] + �, if e�(1) = �(1) + � and e�(k) =�(k) for all k > 1, � > 0 and m > 1.The proof is exactly the same for case 1. For case 2, taking x� as in the proofof Proposition 3.1 gives eX+[1;n](l + 1) = X[1;l] andeX[1;n] 6 eX�[1;n](l + 1) + eX[l+1;n]; (separability)= X�[1;n](l + 1) + eX[l+1;n]6 X�[1;n](l + 1) +X[l+1;n] +X[1;l] �X+[1;n](l + 1); (sub� homog:)6 X[1;l] +X[l+1;n]:Remark 3.2. Some generalizations of the framework, with internal daters,will be proposed in [7]. See also the Jackson network example of �8.2. Thecomments on the physical interpretation of homogeneity or monotonicitymade in Remark 2.1 also apply to discrete event networks.3.3 Open discrete event networksA discrete event network is said to be open if the following additional assump-tion holds for all m > 1:81 6 k 6 m; X�[1;m](k + 1) = X�[1;1](k + 1) = X+[1;m](k); and X�[1;m](1) = 0:One can then de�ne a point process fAkgk>1 byAk = A1 +X�[1;1](k):The origin of this point process is arbitrary. It is then possible to interpretfAkg as an external arrival process, the inter-arrival times being the sequencef�(k)g. To summarize, an open discrete network is described by a sequenceN = N[�1;1] = fAk;M(k); k 2 Zg.The conditions of the monotone separable framework take the followingform for an open network (which corresponds to the conditions of [5]) : forall m > 1, the following properties hold:� causality Am 6 A1 +X[1;m] <1.� monotonicity eX[1;m] > X[1;m]; for eN and N with e�(k) > �(k) for allk.� homogeneity Let eN be the point process obtained by shifting thepoints of N Ak, k > 1, of � > 0 to the right. Then eX[1;n] = X[1;n].



12 � separability A1 +X[1;m] 6 Al+1 +X[l+1;m] for all 1 6 l < m such thatA1 +X[1;l] 6 Al+1.For an open network, monotonicity can be interpreted as the fact thatdelaying an arrival delays all forthcoming events in the network. For a possibleinterpretation of separability, see Remark 6.1.3.4 Stochastic discrete event networksWe consider a probability space (
;F ; P; �) as in �1. The following stochasticassumptions are made:� compatibility (�(k);M(k)) = (�(0);M(0)) � �k for all k 2 Z.� integrability 9C > 0, �Cm 6 E[X[1;m]] <1 for all m > 0.Theorem 3.2. For all discrete event network which satis�es the monotone-separable assumptions and the above stochastic assumptions, we havelimn!1 X[1;n]n =  a:s: and limn!1 E[X[1;n]]n =  (3.2)for some �nite constant .Proof. We have X[m;m+p] = X[0;p] � �m, for all m 2 Z and p > 0. For m 6 n,de�ne Y[m;n+1] = X[m;n]. From Proposition 3.1, for all m 6 l < n,Y[m;n+1] 6 Y[m;l+1] + Y[l+1;n+1]:So fY[m;n]g, m < n, satis�es all the assumptions of Theorem 1.2. ut4 Relations Between Operators and NetworksLet us investigate the relation between the operator framework considered in�2 and the monotone-separable framework considered above. Let fTng be asequence of monotone-homogeneous operators. Let �(n) � 0 andM(n) = Tn.Let x(n; 0) be the variables associated with the operator recurrence equation(2.1) with initial condition x0 = 0. With these variables, we associateX�[0;n](k) = X+[0;n](k) = maxi x(k�1; 0)i; k > 1; and X[0;n] = maxi x(n; 0)i;Note that these variables are functions of fM(l)g. We have� X�[0;n](n+ 1) = X[0;n] <1, so that causality holds.



13� Monotonicity and non-expansiveness trivially hold as neither X�[0;n](k)nor X[0;n] depend upon f�(l)g.� Separability holds because it is always true that X[0;l] = X�[0;m](l + 1)andX[0;m] = maxi (Tm � : : : � Tl+1(x(l; 0)))i= maxi �Tm � : : : � Tl+1(x(l; 0) + (X[0;l] �X[0;l])~1)�i= X[0;l] +maxi �Tm � : : : � Tl+1(x(l; 0) �X[0;l]~1)�i ; (homog:)6 X[0;l] +maxi (Tm � : : : � Tl+1(0))i ; (monotonicity)= X�[0;m](l + 1) +X[l+1;m]:Hence, monotone separable operators are a special case of monotone separablediscrete event networks. On the other hand, it should be remarked thatan operator can not be represented as an open discrete event network. Arepresentation in terms of operators is interesting as it is more precise thanthe corresponding discrete event network one. In particular, we will see thatwe are able to obtain second order results for operators, �7, and not for non-open discrete event networks, �6.2.Part IISecond Order Ergodic ResultsWe will introduce a construction which is known as the Loynes scheme. Thistype of construction will be used for both types of models, discrete eventnetworks and operators, but in a rather di�erent way.5 Basic Example and Probabilistic ToolsThe basic construction was introduced by Loynes in [34] to study the sta-bility of the G=G=1=1 queue. A G=G arrival process is a stationary andergodic marked point process N = f(�n; �n)); n 2 Zg, where �n 2 R+ is theservice time required by customer n and �n = An+1 � An the inter-arrivaltime between customers n and n + 1. The 1=1 part describes the queueingmechanism. There is a single server and an in�nite waiting room or bu�er.Upon arrival at instant An, customer n is served immediately if the server isidle at A�n and is queued in the bu�er otherwise. The server operates at unit



14rate until all customers present in the bu�er have been served. Let X[l;n] bethe time of last activity in the system, i.e. the departure of the last customer,for the restriction N[l;n]. Here are two equivalent ways to describe the system :� As a stochastic operator,� An+1X[l;n+1] � = � �n +Anmax(�n + �n+1 +An ; �n+1 +X[l;n]) � (5.1)= � �n "�n 
 �n+1 �n+1 �
� AnX[l;n] � (5.2)Equation (5.1) can be written X[l;n+1] = max(An+1; X[l;n])+�n+1. The mean-ing is that the server starts working on customer n+1 as soon as this customerhas arrived (An+1) and the server has completed the services of the previouscustomers (X[l;n]). Equation (5.2) is just a re-writing using the (max,+) no-tations, see also �8.1. It is easy to verify that this operator is monotone andhomogeneous.� As an open network, by means of the function 	 of �3.X[l;n] = 	(�i; �i; i 2 fl; : : : ; ng)= (An � Al) + �n +max(0; n�lmaxk=1 kXi=1 (�n�i � �n�i)) : (5.3)The easiest way to understand Equation (5.3) is to look at Figure 1. Function	 is monotone, homogeneous and separable.A�2 A�1 A0
A�2 A�1 A0

A�3 ��3 Z[�3;0]
Z[�4;0]

��3 Z[�4;0] > Z[�3;0]A�3A�4Figure 1: Loynes scheme for the G=G=1=1 queue.



15Let us consider the sequence of variables fZ[l;n]; l 6 n 2 Zg de�nedby Z[l;n] = X[l;n] � (An � Al): The variables Z[l;n] verify Lindley's equation2Z[l;n+1] = (Z[l;n] � �n)+ + �n+1.Theorem 5.1 (Loynes [34]). The sequence Z[�n;0] is increasing in n, i.e.Z[�n�1;0] > Z[�n;0]. The limit Z = limn Z[�n;0] veri�es PfZ < +1g = 0 or 1.Furthermore Z is a stationary solution of Lindley's equation, i.e. Z(�!) =(Z(!) � �0)+ + �1. When PfZ < +1g = 1, the sequence fZ[0;n]; n 2 Ngcouples in �nite time with the stationary sequence fZ � �ng.Proof. The monotonicity of Z[�n;0] is easy to obtain from Equation (5.3). Itis also illustrated in Figure 1. Hence the limit Z = limnZ[�n;0] exists. Let usdenote A = fZ < +1g. From Z[�n;1] = (Z[�n;0]� �0)++�1 and the fact that�1 is a.s. �nite, we obtainZ(!) < +1, 9K 8n; Z[�n;0](!) < K ) 9K 0 8n; Z[�n;1](!) < K 0 :But we also have Z[�n;1](!) = Z[�n�1;0](�!) : (5.4)We conclude that Z(�!) < +1. We have proved that �(A) � A whichimplies, Ergodic Lemma 1.1, that PfAg = 0 or 1. From Equation (5.4),letting n go to 1, we deduce that Z(�!) = (Z(!)� �0)++�1. For a proof ofthe remaining point, see [34] or [1]. utThe limit Z is usually referred to as Loynes variable. We can obtain,using Equation (5.3), PfZ < +1g = 1 , E(�) < E(�). The conditionE(�) < E(�) is called the stability condition and is usually written under theform � = E(�)=E(�) < 1. We will see a similar type of stability condition inTheorem 6.2.6 Application to Discrete Event Networks6.1 Open discrete event networksThe assumptions and notations are those of �3.3 but we replace the separa-bility assumption by� strong separability For 1 6 l < m, if A1 +X[1;l] 6 Al+1 then A1 +X[1;m] = Al+1 +X[l+1;m].2It is more classical, but equivalent, to work with the workload variable Wn = X[0;n] �An � �(n), yielding equation Wn+1 = (Wn + �n � �n)+.



16Remark 6.1. Strong separability can be interpreted as follows. If the ar-rival of customer l + 1 takes place later than the last activity for the arrivalprocess [1; l], then the evolution of the network after time Al+1 is the sameas in the network which starts �empty� at this time.We de�ne � = E(An+1 � An)�1 interpreted as the arrival rate andZ[l;n] = X[l;n] � (An �Al); l 6 n : (6.1)Proposition 6.1 (Internal monotonicity). Under the above assumptions,we have Z[l�1;n] > Z[l;n]; l 6 n:Proof. Consider the point process eN with e�(l� 1) = �(l� 1) +Z[l�1;l�1] ande�(k) = �(k) everywhere else. For eN[l�1;n], we have separability in l so thateX[l�1;n] = eX[l;n] + eAl � eAl�1= X[l;n] + eAl � eAl�1 (strong� separability)= X[l;n] +Al � Al�1 + Z[l�1;l�1] : (6.2)ThereforeZ[l�1;n] = X[l�1;n] � (An � Al�1)= X[l�1;n] � (An � Al)� (Al � Al�1)= X[l�1;n] � (An � Al) +X[l;n] � eX[l�1;n] + Z[l�1;l�1] (by (6:2))= Z[l;n] +X[l�1;n] � eX[l�1;n] + Z[l�1;l�1]> Z[l;n]; (non� expansiveness): utLet Z = limn Z[�n;0](N), which exists by internal monotonicity of Z[�n;0](N).We de�ne a c-scaling of the arrival point process N in the following way :0 6 c < +1; cN = fcAn;M(n); n 2 Zg :From Equation (6.1) and Prop. 3.1 , we obtain that Z[1;n] is subadditive.Applying Theorem 3.2, we obtain the existence of the limitslimn Z[1;n](cN)n = limn Z[�n;0](cN)n = (c) :From Equation (6.1), we obtainlimn X[1;n](cN)n = limn X[�n;0](cN)n = (c) + c� :For c > ~c, we have cN > ~cN . We obtain by internal monotonicity and bymonotonicity respectively :



171. Z[�n;0](cN) is decreasing in c =) (c) is decreasing in c.2. X[0;n](cN) is increasing in c =) (c) + c=� is increasing in c.We deduce the existence of a constant (0) de�ned by :limc!0 & (c) + c� = (0) = limc!0 % (c) : (6.3)The intuitive interpretation is that (0)�1 is the throughput of the networkwhen we saturate the input, i.e. when An = 0;8n. It is the maximal possiblethroughput.Theorem 6.2. Let N = fAn;Mn; n 2 Zg be a stationary ergodic pointprocess. We set � = �(0). If � > 1, then P (Z = +1) = 1. If � < 1, thenP (Z < +1) = 1 and fZ[0;n]; n 2 Ng couples in �nite time with the stationarysequence fZ � �ng.Proof. The �rst part of the theorem is immediate. In fact relation (6.3)implies (1) + 1=� > (0). We have :�limn Z[�n;0]n = (1)� > �(0)� 1� = �� 1� � :Therefore � � 1 > 0 implies P (Z = +1) = 1. For a complete proof of theresult, the reader is referred to [5]. utRemark 6.2. For � < 1, Z is the smallest stationary regime for the responsetime of the system (which is de�ned as the time to the last activity under therestriction [�1; 0] ofN). Intuitively it is the stationary regime correspondingto an �empty� initial condition as it is the limit of the systems starting�empty� and fed up with the restrictions [�n; 0] of N . In many cases, therewill be multiple stationary regimes depending on the initial condition. Asimple example of a monotone and separable open network having multiplestationary regimes is proposed in [1], p.83. It is a G=G=2=1 queue with a�shortest workload� allocation rule (see also Theorem 7.5).6.2 General discrete event networksFor discrete event networks which are not open, there are no general results.The reason is the absence of internal monotonicity of the variables Z[�n;0] =X[�n;0]�X�[�n;0]. We illustrate the phenomenon on Figure 2 where we comparethe case of a general network and the case of an open network.For open and general networks, we consider successively the restrictions[�n; 0] and [�n� 1; 0]. In the open case, the internal monotonicity has beenillustrated in Figure 2. In the general case, the variables X� are internal



18 A�n A0A0A�n�1 A�n Z[�n�1;0]X�[�n�1;0](0)X�[�n;0](0)X�[�n;0](�n) Z[�n;0]
Z[�n;0]Z[�n�1;0]

X�[�n�1;0](�n)
Open network : Z[�n�1;0] > Z[�n;0]
General networkX�[�n�1;0](�n� 1)Figure 2: Loynes scheme for monotone-separable networks.variables, hence their value are modi�ed when we go from the restriction[�n; 0] to [�n�1; 0]. As a consequence, there is no internal monotonicity. OnFigure 2, for the ease of comparison, we have assumed that X�[�n�1;0](�n) =X�[�n�1;0](�n) (these quantities are de�ned up to an additive constant).7 Application to OperatorsWe propose in Sections 7.1 and 7.2 two very di�erent approaches. Theycorrespond to two di�erent types of operators, see Remark 7.1. The �rstapproach is directly based on the Loynes scheme. The second one uses �xedpoints results.7.1 MonotonicityDe�nition 7.1. We say that the operator T : Rk ! Rk has a minimalvalue if there exists x0 2 Rk such that 8y > x0; T (y) > x0.Let us consider a sequence of monotone operators fTn; n 2 Zg. If all theoperators have a common minimal value x0, then we are able to construct aLoynes scheme, in the same way as in �5. In fact, we have T0(x0) > x0 andT0 � T�1(x0) > T0(x0) > x0 using monotonicity. We obtain that9Z 2 (R [ f+1g)k; limn T0 � T�1 � � � � � T�n(x0) = Z : (7.1)The main question is whether the limit Z is �nite or not, the �nite case beingthe interesting one. In particular, if we consider a sequence of monotone-homogeneous operators, then the limits  and  as de�ned in Proposition 2.4



19exist. Because of the existence of the minimal value x0, we have  >  > 0.If  > 0 then there exists i such that Zi = +1 (the proof is immediate).For this reason, it is usually not interesting to construct a Loynes schemedirectly on the sequence of operators Tn. For example, in the case of theoperator of the G/G/1 queue, see Equation (5.1), the Loynes scheme was notbuilt on (An; X[l;n])0 but on the di�erences Z[l;n] = X[l;n] � An. In order togeneralize the construction, the good approach is to consider the operatorsTn in a projective space.We have already de�ned the projective space PRk in De�nition 2.7. The spacePRk is isomorphic to Rk�1. Here are di�erent possible ways to map PRk ontoRk�1. Let i 2 f1; : : : ; kg, we de�ne :�i : Rk �! Rk�1; �i(x) = (x1 � xi; : : : ; xi�1 � xi; xi+1 � xi; : : : ; xk � xi)0�i : PRk ! Rk�1; �i = �i � ��1 ;where � was de�ned in De�nition 2.7. It is easy to verify that �i is de�nedwithout ambiguity and is bijective.De�nition 7.2. Let x 2 Rk. We de�ne jxjP = maxi xi � mini xi. Letu 2 PRk (resp. u 2 Rk�1) and x be a representative of u, i.e. �(x) = u (resp.�i(x) = u) We de�ne jujP = maxi xi �mini xi.The function j:jP is a semi-norm on Rk as jxjP = 0 ) xi = �;8i. On theother hand, it de�nes a norm on PRk or Rk�1. We call it the projective norm.We use the same notation for the semi-norm on Rk and the norms on PRkand Rk�1 in order not to carry too many notations.Form now on, we are going to work on Rk�1 equipped with the projectivenorm. Without loss of generality, we will restrict our attention to �1; �1.Working on Rk�1 rather than on PRk enables us to have a natural partialorder. The projective norm is indeed compatible with the coordinatewisepartial ordering on Rk�1, i.e. u; v 2 Rk�1; u > v ) jujP > jvjP .Let T : Rk ! Rk be an homogeneous operator. We de�ne~T : Rk�1 ! Rk�1 ~T (u) = �1(T (x)); x 2 ��11 (u) :Because of homogeneity, ~T (u) is unambiguously de�ned. We can writewith abbreviated notations ~T = �1 � T � ��11 .Lemma 7.3. We consider an homogeneous operator T : Rk ! Rk and theassociated operator ~T : Rk�1 ! Rk�1, satisfying the following assumptions:A. T is monotone.



20B. T (x)1 � x1 is independent of x 2 Rk.C. 9x0 such that T (x0)1 � (x0)1 = mini(T (x0)i � (x0)i).Under Assumption A, ~T is non-expansive. Under Assumptions A + B, ~T ismonotone. Under Assumptions A+B+C, ~T has minimal value ~x0 = �1(x0).Proof. We consider u; v 2 Rk�1 verifying u > v. Let x; y 2 Rk be such that�1(x) = u; �1(y) = v and x1 = y1.1. A ) ~T is non-expansive. The representatives x and y are such that ju �vjP = jx� yjP = jjx � yjj1. By monotonicity of T , we have T (x) > T (y),hence jT (x) � T (y)jP 6 jjT (x) � T (y)jj1. By non-expansiveness of T(Theorem 2.2), we have jjT (x)� T (y)jj1 6 jjx� yjj1. We conclude that :j ~T (u)� ~T (v)jP = jT (x) � T (y)jP 6 jjT (x) � T (y)jj16 jjx� yjj1 = ju� vjP :2. A + B ) ~T is monotone. Let the representatives x and y verify x1 =y1. Hence by Assumption B, we have T (x)1 = T (y)1. We conclude thatT (x) > T (y)) ~T (u) > ~T (v).3. A+ B + C ) ~T has minimal value ~x0 = �1(x0). We have~T0(~x0)i = T (x0)i � T (x0)1 = T (x0)i � (x0)i + (x0)i � T (x0)1> T (x0)1 � (x0)1 + (x0)i � T (x0)1 = (~x0)i :We conclude with the monotonicity of ~T that 8y 2 Rk�1; y > ~x0 ) ~T (y) >~x0. utThe operator ~T is not homogeneous in general. Hence the conditions ensuringmonotonicity and non-expansiveness are not the same (to be compared withTheorem 2.2).Remark 7.1. Assumption B. can be easily weakened and replaced by :B0: 8x; y 2 Rk; x1� y1 = mini xi � yi ) T (x)1 � T (y)1 = mini T (x)i � T (y)i :In Lemma 7.3, we have presented the assumptions which appear naturallyin physical systems. In particular, Assumption B is veri�ed when the �rstcoordinate of T is the dater of an exogeneous arrival process. AssumptionC is veri�ed if the other coordinates of T correspond to events which areinduced by the arrivals (hence occur later on). It was the case for the operatorassociated with the G=G=1=1 queue, see Equation (5.1). In that example,the minimal value was e = (0; : : : ; 0)0.



21These assumptions are of course restrictive. Roughly speaking, they willapply only to some operators associated with `open systems'. For operatorsassociated with `closed systems', the conditions and results of Section 7.2 aremore appropriate.Theorem 7.4. Let fTn; n 2 Ng be a stationary and ergodic sequence ofhomogeneous random operators on Rk and f ~Tn; n 2 Ng the associated se-quence on Rk�1. We assume that Assumptions A,B and C of Lemma 7.3are veri�ed with probability 1 by the operators fTng (in particular they havea constant minimal value x0). We set ~x0 = �1(x0). Then the limit Z =limn ~T0�� � �� ~T�n(~x0) exists and veri�es PfZ < +1g = 0 or 1. FurthermoreZ is a stationary solution, i.e. Z(�!) = ~T1(Z(!)). When PfZ < +1g = 1,the sequence fTn � � � � � T1(x0)g couples in �nite time with the stationarysequence fZ � �ng.Proof. It is exactly similar to the one of Loynes Theorem 5.1. utThe main di�culty is often to prove the �niteness of Z. Moreover, when�nite, Z is usually not the unique stationary solution. Indeed, we have that8� 2 R; ~x0 + �~1 is a minimal value for the operators ~Tn. Hence by Theorem7.4, the limits Z� = limn ~T0 � � � � � ~T�n(~x0 + �~1)exist and are stationary solutions. The variables Z� are increasing in � bymonotonicity of ~Tn. Hence we can de�ne the limitZ1 = lim�!+1Z� : (7.2)Next Theorem was originally proved by Brandt for a special operator associ-ated with the G=G=k=1 queue.Theorem 7.5 (Brandt [14]). We have PfZ1 < +1g = 0 or 1. If wehave PfZ1 < +1g = 1, then Z1 is the maximal �nite stationary solution,i.e Z(�!) = ~T1(Z(!)) andY (�!) = ~T1(Y (!)); PfY < +1g = 1) PfZ1 > Y g = 1 :Proof. The essential ingredient is the non-expansiveness of ~Tn. For moredetails, the reader is referred to [14] or [15], Theorem 1.3.2. utRemark 7.2. The results presented in this section �7.1 are just a special-ization to operators of �nite dimension of more general results. Let (E; E) bea Polish space (complete separable metric space) equipped with its Borel�-�eld. We consider f�n; n 2 Z} a stationary and ergodic sequence ofmeasurable random functions �n : E � 
 ! E. The recursive equations



22x(n + 1) = �n(x(n)); x(0) = x0 de�ne a Stochastic Recursive Sequence, fol-lowing the terminology of Borovkov [12]. If the functions �n are monotoneand verify �n(x0) > x0 then the results of Theorem 7.4 hold (replace just Tnby �n). If we assume furthermore that the functions �n are non-expansive(with respect to the metric of E) then the results of Theorem 7.5 hold. Fora detailed presentation of this framework, see [15] [13].7.2 Fixed pointWe will see, in this section, a rather di�erent use of Loynes backward con-struction.Here is a result generalizing Proposition 2.9. The proof of A ) B inProp. 2.9 was using only the continuity of the operator T . In fact, using thenon-expansiveness of T , we can get stronger results.Theorem 7.6 (Weller [44], Sine [42]). Let C be a compact of Rk. Weconsider an operator T : C ! C, non-expansive with respect to the sup-normjj:jj1. Then we have :8x 2 C;9p 2 N;9u 2 C : limn!1T np(x) = u and T p(u) = u : (7.3)The following corollary is the essential result in what follows.Corollary 7.7. Let T be de�ned as in Theorem 7.6. We assume that 8n >1; T n has a unique �xed point u. Then 8" > 0;9N 2 N such that8n > N : supx2C jjT n(x)� ujj1 6 " : (7.4)In other words, there is uniform convergence of T n to u.Proof. Let us prove �rst that T n converges simply to u. Let x belong to C.As u is the unique �xed point of the powers of T , we obtain by applicationof Theorem 7.6 :8x 2 C; 9p 2 N; 8" > 0; 9M(x; ") 2 N;8n >M(x; ") : jjT np(x)�ujj1 6 ":By non-expansiveness, we have�jjT � T np(x)� T (u)jj1 = jjT np+1(x) � ujj1� 6 jjT np(x)� ujj1and by induction, 8q 2 N; jjT np+q(x)�ujj1 6 jjT np(x)�ujj1. It implies that: 8x 2 C; 8" > 0; 9N(x; ") 2 N;8n > N(x; "); jjT n(x) � ujj1 6 " :



23We are now ready to prove that the convergence is uniform. Let us denoteby B(x; ") the open ball of center x and radius " for the sup-norm. Usingnon-expansiveness, we have that 8y 2 B(x; ");8n > N(x; "),jjT n(y) � ujj1 6 jjT n(y)� T n(x)jj1 + jjT n(x)� ujj1 6 2" : (7.5)Using Borel-Lebesgue's characterization of compact sets, there exists a �nitenumber of points xi such that C � Si B(xi; "). Using Equation (7.5), weobtain :8" > 0; 8n > maxi N(xi; "); 8x 2 C : jjT n(x)� ujj1 6 2" :This completes the proof. utWe are now ready to prove the main theorem of this section which gener-alizes the approach proposed in [35] [36].Theorem 7.8. Let fTn; n 2 Ng be a stationary ergodic sequence of mono-tone homogeneous random operators on Rk and f ~Tng the associated sequenceon Rk�1. We assume that there exists a deterministic monotone homogeneousoperator S on Rk ( ~S on Rk�1) such thati. ~S is bounded i.e. there exists a compactK of Rk�1 such that Im( ~S) � K.ii. 8n > 1; ~Sn has a unique �xed point.iii. There exists a deterministic constant l such that ~S belongs to the supportof the random operator ~Tl�� � �� ~T1 and 8n > 0; ~Sn belongs to the supportof ~Tnl � � � � � ~T1, with the following precise meaning :8" > 0; Pf supx2Rk�1 j ~Tl : : : ~T1(x) � ~S(x)jP 6 "g > 0;Pf supx2Rk�1 j ~Tnl : : : ~T1(x)� ~Sn(x)jP 6 "g > 0 :Then 8x 2 Rk�1; ~x(n) = ~Tn�1 � � � � � ~T0(x) converges weakly to a uniquestationary distribution.Proof. We �rst prove the theorem when replacing Assumption iii: by thestronger assumption :iv: 9l s.t. Pf ~Tl � � � � � ~T1 = ~Sg > 0 and 8n > 0, Pf ~Tnl � � � � � ~T1 = ~Sng > 0.



24 For x 2 Rk�1, we de�ne the variables :Z�n;0(x) = ~T0 � � � � � ~T�n(x) = ~x(n; x) � ��n : (7.6)We now prove that Z�n;0(x) admits P:a:s: a limit which is independent of x.The compact K of Assumption i: is stable by ~S, and from Assumption ii:,there is a unique �xed point u 2 Rk�1 for the powers of ~S. From Lemma 7.3,~S is non-expansive with respect to the projective norm. Hence Corollary 7.7can be applied to ~S on (Rk�1; j:jP). It implies8" > 0; 9N("); 8n > N("); 8x 2 Rk�1; j ~Sn(x)� ujP 6 " : (7.7)We de�ne the random variables8" > 0; M(") = minfn > N(")l j ~T�n � � � � � ~T�n�N(")l+1 = ~SN(")g ; (7.8)where N(") and l are de�ned in Equation (7.7) and in Assumption iv: respec-tively. Assumption iv: also implies that PfM(") < +1g > 0. We obtainPfM(") < +1g = 1 ; (7.9)in exactly the same way as we obtained PfN1 < +1g = 1 in the proof ofTheorem 2.10.Let us �x " = 1. We de�ne the events An = fM(1; !) = ng which form acountable partition of 
.Let us work for a moment on the event A = Am for a given integer m. Letus consider the variables Z�n;�m(x) = ~T�m � : : : ~T�n(x); n > m. We have8n > m+N(1)l; Z�n;�m(x) = ~SN(1)( ~T�m�N(1)l � � � � � ~T�n(x)) : (7.10)Hence on Am, the image of Z�n;�m is included in the closed ball of center uand radius " = 1 (Equation (7.7)) that we denote by K(1),8n > m+N(1)l; Im(Z�n;�m) � K(1) : (7.11)We consider the sequence of random variables fM(1=i); i 2 Ng. By de�nitionof the variables M("), (7.8), the sequence M(1=i) is increasing in i in partic-ular M(1=i) > M(1). We have, for all n > M(1=i) + N(1=i)l (note that weconsider the variables Z with respect to an unchanged ending point �m).Z�n;�m(x) = ~T�m � � � � � ~T�n(x)= ~T�m � � � � � ~T�M(1=i)+1 � ~SN(1=i) � ~T�M(1=i)�N(1=i)l � � � � � ~T�n(x) :



25Using Equation (7.7), we have that ~SN(1=i) � ~T�M(1=i)�N(1=i)l � � � � � ~T�n(x)is included in the closed ball of center u and radius 1=i. Using the non-expansiveness of the operators, we obtain the existence of a compact set,denoted K(1=i) such that8n >M(1i ) +N(1i )l; Im(Z�n;�m) � K(1i ) : (7.12)We have built a decreasing sequence of compact sets K(1=i) whose radiusgoes to zero. By a classical theorem on decreasing sequences of compactsets (Borel-Lebesgue Theorem), the intersection of the sets K(1=i) is a singlepoint. It means precisely that the limit of Z�n;�m(x); n ! +1; exists andis independent of x. We de�ne the following notations8! 2 Am; 8x 2 Rk�1; limn!1Z�n;�m(x) = Z1;m; Z = ~T0 � � � � � ~T�m+1(Z1;m) :It is straightforward to prove that Z = limn!+1Z�n;0(x). By applying thesame construction to all the events Am;m 2 N, we prove the a.s. existenceof Z = limn Z�n;0(x), the limit being independent of x. By analogy with �5,we call Z the Loynes variable.We are now going to prove the existence of the Loynes variable Z under theweaker Assumption iii:We de�ne the random variables N(") as previously, (7.7). On the otherhand, the de�nition of the variables M(") is modi�ed8"; M(") = minfn > N(")l j supx2Rk�1 j ~T�n+N(")l : : : ~T�n(x)� ~SN(")(x)jP 6 "g :(7.13)From Assumption iii: and the Ergodic Lemma 1.1, we obtain PfM(") <+1g = 1.We de�ne the variable M(1), then the partition An, the event A and thevariables M(1=i) as before. We de�ne the variables :Ẑ i�n;�m(x) = ~T�m : : : ~T�M(1=i)+1 � � ~SN(1=i)� � ~T�M(1=i)�1�N(1=i)l : : : ~T�n(x)(7.14)There exists a sequence of compacts K̂(1=i) of radius 1=i such that (seethe �rst part of the proof)8n >M(1=i) +N(1=i)l; Im(Ẑ i�n;�m) � K̂(1=i) : (7.15)From the de�nition of M(1=i), Equation (7.13), we get8n > M(1=i) +N(1=i)l;8x 2 Rk�1; jZ�n;�M(1=i)(x) � Ẑ i�n;�M(1=i)(x)jP 6 1i :



26Using non-expansiveness, we obtain8n > M(1=i) +N(1=i)l;8x 2 Rk�1; jZ�n;�m(x) � Ẑ i�n;�m(x)jP 6 1i :We conclude that 8n > M(1=i) +N(1=i)l;8x; y 2 Rk�1jZ�n;�m(x)� Z�n;�m(y)jP 6 jZ�n;�m(x)� Ẑ i�n;�m(x)jP +jẐ i�n;�m(x) � Ẑ i�n;�m(y)jP + jẐ i�n;�m(y) � Z�n;�m(y)jP 6 3i :Hence there exists a sequence of compacts K(1=i) of radius 3=i such that8n > M(1=i) + N(1=i)l; Im(Z�n;�m) � K(1=i). We conclude as in the �rstpart of the proof.Our aim is now to prove that we have weak convergence of the process~x(n) = ~Tn � � � � � ~T0(x(0)) to the stationary distribution of Z. We consider afunction f : Rk ! R, continuous and bounded. We have, using the station-arity of f ~TngE ( f(x(n; x(0))) ) = E( f( ~Tn�1 � � � � ~T0(x(0)) )= E( f( ~T0 � � � � ~T�n+1(x(0)) ) n�! E f(Z) (7.16)The convergence in (7.16) is obtained from Lebesgue's dominated convergencetheorem (f is bounded). It proves weak convergence. utRemark 7.3. It would be nice to replace Assumption iii: by the followingweaker Assumptionv: 8" > 0; 8K compact ; Pfsupx2K j ~Tl : : : ~T1(x)� ~S(x)jP 6 "g > 0;Pfsupx2K j ~Tnl : : : ~T1(x) � ~Sn(x)jP 6 "g > 0 :Assumption v: means precisely that ~S is in the support of ~T0 for the topol-ogy of weak convergence on the functional space C0(Rk�1;Rk�1) (continuousfunctions of Rk�1).However, Theorem 7.8 is not true under Assumption v: Here is a counter-example. We consider a; b 2 R+ and we de�ne the monotone homogeneousoperators on R2 : TA(x) = � x1x2 + a � (7.17)8i 2 N+ ; TBi(x) = � x1max(x2 � ib; x1) � (7.18)



27We consider a sequence of i.i.d. random operators fTn; n 2 Ng with thefollowing distribution :PfT0 = TAg = 12 ; PfT0 = TBig = 12i+1 ; i 2 N+ :We de�ne the monotone homogeneous operator S : R2 ! R2; S(x) =(x1; x1)0. It is clear that ~S veri�es the Assumptions i: and ii: as ~S is constant.Let K be a compact set of R and n be such that K � [�n; n]. We obtainimmediately that 8x 2 K; ~TBi(x) = ~S(x) as soon as ib > n. Hence ~S veri�esalso Assumption v:The description of the process ~x(n) = ~Tn�1 � � � � � ~T0(0) is very easy. It isa random walk on the real line with an absorbing barrier at 0. The drift ofthe random walk is � = a2 � 1Xi=1 ib2i+1 = a2 � b :We conclude that the process ~x(n) is transient if a > 2b which provides theannounced counter-example.Practically speaking, the main di�culty consists in �nding a deterministicoperator S verifying the assumptions of Theorem 7.8. We discuss this pointfor some speci�c models in �8.1.8 Models Entering the Framework8.1 OperatorsLet A and B be two arbitrary sets. We de�ne applications (M k denotes theset of matrices of dimension k � k)P : A� B ! M k (R); A : A� B ! M k (R [ f�1;+1g) ;where the matrices P (�; �) are �Markovian�, i.e. verify8i 2 f1; : : : ; kg; pij(�; �) > 0; kXj=1 pij(�; �) = 1 : (8.1)Let us consider the following �(min,max,+,�)� functionx 2 Rk ; i 2 f1; : : : ; kg; T (x)i = inf�2A sup�2B kXj=1 pij(�; �) (xj + aij(�; �)) :(8.2)



28Equation (8.2) arises in stochastic control of dynamic games, see [11]. IfT (x)i is �nite (8x8i) then it de�nes a monotone-homogeneous operator. Forexample, let us prove homogeneity. We have for x 2 T k; � 2 R;T (x+ �~1)i = inf� sup� kXj=1 pij(�; �) (xj + �+ aij(�; �))= inf� sup� ( kXj=1 pij(�; �)�) + kXj=1 pij(�; �) (xj + aij(�; �)) = �+ T (x)i :The following representation theorem provides a precise idea of the degree ofgenerality of the class of monotone-homogeneous operators.Theorem 8.1 (Kolokoltsov [33]). Let T : Rk ! Rk be a monotone andhomogeneous operator. Then it can be represented in the form of Equation(8.2).The next lemma which is based on this representation, is proved in [33].It can be coupled with Theorem 7.8 to obtain second order results for somestochastic operators.Lemma 8.2. Let T : Rk ! Rk be a monotone-homogeneous operator, writ-ten in the form of Equation (8.2). Let us assume that9� > 0 : 8i; j9l : 8�; �; pil(�; �) > �; pjl(�; �) > � :Then the operators T n; n 2 N, have a unique generalized �xed point.From the point of view of applications, the interesting case is when thesets A and B are �nite. Here are some specializations of Equation (8.2).(+,�) linear systems The operator T is just a markovian matrix P , seeEquation (8.1). We have T (x) = Px (matrix-vector multiplication in theusual algebra). Matrix P can be interpreted as the matrix of transition prob-abilities of a Markov Chain (MC) having state space f1; : : : ; kg. The mostinteresting operator for a MC is S(y) = yP where y is a row vector. It is wellknown that the limit of Sn(y); y > 0;Pi yi = 1 is the stationary distributionof the MC. But the operator T (x) = Px is also interesting from the point ofview of applications. It appeared in [21] to model the problem of reachingagreement on subjective opinions. More generally, it has been studied as aspecial case of the general theory of products of non-negative matrices, seefor example [41], Chapter 4.6.For any markovian matrix P , we have T (~1) = P~1 = ~1. Hence the vector~1 is a generalized �xed point (Def. 2.8) of operator T . By application of the



29Perron-Frobenius Theorem, it is the only one. Hence, applying the ergodicresults of this paper to a stochastic sequence of matrices Pn, is going toyield trivial results (the convergence of �(Pn : : : P0x) to �(~1) ). In fact muchstronger results are known for such models. The necessary and su�cientconditions of convergence of �(Pn : : : P0x) to �(~1), are known for a generalsequence of matrices Pn, without any stochastic assumptions, see [41], Th.4.18.(max,+) linear systems Such operators have the following formx 2 Rk; i 2 f1; : : : ; kg; T (x)i = maxj (xj + aij) ; (8.3)T (x) = A
 x : (8.4)Equation (8.3) can be interpreted as a matrix-vector product in the (max,+)algebra. Equation (8.4) is simply a rewriting of Equation (8.3) using (max,+)notations. The (min,+) linear case boils down to the (max,+) case by switch-ing to operator �T .Such systems appear in many domains of applications, under various forms.For example (without any kind of exhaustivity)� Computer science : parallel algorithms, shared memory systems, PERTgraphs, see [43] or [23].� Queueing theory : G=G=1=1 queue (see �5), queues in series, queuesin series with blocking, fork-join networks [3].� Operations research and manufacturing : Job-shopmodels, event graphs(a subclass of Petri nets), see [17] [28] and [3].� Economy or control theory : dynamic optimization, see [46].� Physics of crystal structures : Frenkel-Kontorova model, see [24].Among the very large and complete literature on the theoretical aspects ofdeterministic (max,+) systems, let us quote only [3] [37] and the referencestherein. As far as we know, the �rst references on stochastic (max,+) linearsystems are [18] and [39]. Thanks to the rich deterministic theory, Theorems2.5, 7.8 become very operational for (max,+) systems. The di�erent assump-tions in these theorems can be interpreted as properties of the underlyinggraph structure of the model. For more details, see [35].(min,max,+) linear systems These systems can be represented in one ofthe following dual forms. We use the symbol 
 for the (max,+) matrix-vector



30product, see (8.4), and the symbol � for the (min,+) matrix-vector product.x 2 Rk; T (x) = min (A1 
 x;A2 
 x; : : : ; Al 
 x) ;T (x) = max (B1 � x;B2 � x; : : : ; Bp � x) :Here are some domains of application where such systems appear� Minimax control in dynamic game theory, see [11].� Study of timed digital circuits, see [26]. The (min,max) structure arisesfrom the (and,or) operations of logical circuits.� Queueing theory. G/G/s/1 �le, resequencing �le, see for example [1].Parallel processing systems [9] : there are k processors. A customerrequires to use concurrently p out of the k processors to be executed.� Motion of interfaces in particle systems [22]. As an illustration, let usdescribe a little bit more precisely a special case known as the marchingsoldier model. There is a row of k soldiers which advance in the samedirection. In order to try to keep a common pace, they adopt thefollowing strategy. At regular instants of time, each soldier checks theposition of his right and left neighbours. He advances of 1 if they bothare ahead of him and stays at the same position otherwise. Let x 2 Rkdenote the position of the soldiers at instant 0. Their position at instant1, will be (with the convention x0 = xk+1 = +1)T (x)i = max (min(xi�1; xi; xi+1) + 1; xi) :The study of deterministic (min,max,+) systems (existence of generalized�xed points, projective boundedness,...) has been considered in several pa-pers [38] [25]. However, it is far from being complete. For this reason, theonly references on stochastic (min,max,+) systems concern �rst order re-sults [22] [30].(max,+,�) linear systems These systems can be represented under thefollowing form x 2 Rk; T (x)i = max�2A kXj=1 pij(�) (xj + ai(�)) : (8.5)Equation (8.5) appears in many domains of applications like operational re-search, management science and engineering. It is in fact one of the optimal-ity equation of stochastic3 dynamic programming in discrete time, on a �nite3The term stochastic refers here to the markovian interpretation of matrices P (�).According to our terminology, Equation (8.5) is that of a deterministic operator.



31state space and with undiscounted rewards. A controller observes a systemwhich evolves in a state space f1; : : : ; kg. The set of possible decisions for thecontroller is A. Under decision � 2 A, the system evolves from a state i to astate j according to the transition probabilities pij(�). Also, under decision� 2 A, there is an immediate reward for being originally in state i which isai(�). It is well known that the optimal decision and the reward vector areobtained as limn T n(x), see for example [45], Chapter 3.2.There is a very important literature on deterministic operators of type(8.5), see [40] or [45] and the references there. The next theorem is classical,for a proof see for example [45] Chapter 4.3.Theorem 8.3. Let T be an operator verifying Equation (8.5). A su�cientcondition for the existence of a unique generalized �xed point for T is :8� 2 A, matrix P (�) is ergodic, i.e. the graph of the non-zero terms of P (�)is strongly connected and aperiodic.Remark 8.1. A (max,+) system can be viewed as a (max,+,�) system withA = f1; : : : ; kg and P (�) is de�ned by Pij(�) = 1 if j = � and Pij(�) = 0otherwise. Such matrices do not verify the assumption of Theorem 8.3.The theorems presented in this paper when coupled with results like The-orem 8.3, can be used in an e�cient way for systems verifying (8.5) whenthe rewards a(�) and/or the transition matrices P (�) become random. Theauthors do not know of any reference on the subject.8.2 Discrete event networksWe are now going to review some classes of discrete event networks. Werestrict our attention to systems which can not be modeled as monotone-homogeneous operators. The references that are quoted are only the onesusing the monotone separable framework or similar approaches.� Precedence constraints models. Their study has been motivated bydatabase systems. Di�erent variations are considered in [8] [10] [20].� Polling models. A wide class of polling models with general routingpolicies and stationary ergodic inputs enters the monotone separableframework, see [16].� Free choice Petri nets. event graphs, which are represented as (max,+)linear operators, see �8.1, or Jackson networks, see below, are subclassesof free choice Petri nets. Free choice Petri nets enter the monotoneseparable framework, see [6] [4] [7].Let us detail two of these models. First we propose a simple example ofprecedence constraint system and second Jackson networks.



32Precedence constraints models There is a stream of customers j(n); n 2N. Each customer j(n) has a service time requirement t(n) and precedenceconstraints under the form of a list L(n) of customers. More precisely, we haveL(n) = fj(i1); j(i2); : : : j(iln)g with n > i1 > i2 > � � � > iln > 0. Job jn startsits execution as soon as all the customers of the list L(n) have completedtheir execution. The execution of customer j(n) takes t(n) units of time.Let us distinguish two cases.1. We assume that the length of the precedence list is uniformly bounded byk, i.e. 8n 2 N; ln 6 k. We de�ne the vector x(n) 2 Rk such that x(n)i isthe instant of completion of customer j(n�i). From the dynamic describedabove, we have x(n + 1) = Tn(x(n)), where the operator Tn : Rk ! Rk isde�ned as follows� Tn(x)1 = maxfi j j(n�i)2L(n)g xi + t(n)Tn(x)i = xi�1; i = f2; : : : ; kgThis operator is monotone homogeneous. It is in fact a (max,+) linearsystem, see �8.1.2. Let us assume now that the length ln is not uniformly bounded. It is notpossible to describe the system as an operator of �nite dimension. LetX[1;n]be the last instant of completion of one of the customers j(i); i 2 f1; : : : ; ng.It is easy to verify that X[1;n] veri�es the properties of the monotone-separable framework for discrete event networks, see �3.In both cases, when ft(n); L(n); n 2 Ng forms a stationary ergodic se-quence of random variables, we can apply the ergodic theorems presented inthis paper.Jackson networks A Jackson network (introduced in [29]) is a queueingnetwork with I nodes, where each node is a single server FIFO queue (cf �5).Customers move from node to node in order to receive some service there.The data are (2I) sequencesf�i(n); n 2 Ng; f�i(n); n 2 Ng; i 2 f1; : : : ; Ig;where �i(n) 2 R+ and �i(n) 2 f1; : : : ; I; I + 1g.In the nominal network, the n-th, n > 1, customer to be served by node iafter the origin of time requires a service time �i(n); after completion of itsservice there, it moves to node �i(n), where I + 1 is the exit. We say that�i(n) is the n-th routing variable on node i.We are going to describe the closed (resp. open) Jackson network as a dis-crete event network (resp. open discrete event network), using the notationsof �3.



331.Closed case: the state at the origin of time is that with all customersin node 1, and service 1 is just starting on node 1. There are no externalarrivals and �i(n) 2 f1; : : : ; Ig, for all i and n. The total number ofcustomers in the network is then a constant. We take�(n) def= �1(n):The internal daters X i�[1;1](n) and X i+[1;1](n), n > 1, i 2 f1; : : : ; Ig, are theinitiation and completion instants of the n-th service on node i. We takeX�[1;1](n) def= X1�[1;1](n);so that X�[1;1](1) = 0.2.Open case: the state at the origin of time is that with all queues emptyand a customer is just arriving in the network. There is an external arrivalpoint process fAn; n > 1g, with A1 = 0, or equivalently an additionalsaturated node (numbered 0), which produces customers with inter-arrivaltimes �0(n) = An+1 � An; n > 1, regardless of the state of the network.The n-th external arrival is routed to node �0(n) 2 f1; : : : ; Ig. We take�(n) def= �0(n):We can extend the de�nition of internal daters, which is the same as above,to i = 0 by taking X0�[1;1](n) = An and X0+[1;1](n) = An+ �(n) = An+1. Wetake X�[1;1](n) def= X0�[1;1](n) ;so that X�[1;1](1) = 0.In both cases, the restrictions [1;m] of the process are obtained by modifyingthe f�(n); n 2 Ng sequence in the following way�i[1;m](n) = 8><>:�i(n) for all n > 1 and i 6= 1 (resp: i 6= 0);�i(n) for all 1 6 n 6 m and i = 1 (resp: i = 0);1 for all n > m and i = 1 (resp: i = 0):The corresponding variables are denoted X�[1;m](n); X+[1;m](n). In both cases,the maximal dater is de�ned asX[1;m] = max�supi;n nX i�[1;m](n) s: t: X i�[1;m](n) <1o ;supi;n nX i+[1;m](n) s: t: X i+[1;m](n) <1o� ;



34where the supremum bears on n > 1 and i 2 f1; : : : ; Ig (resp. i 2 f0; : : : ; Ig)in the closed (resp. open) case.The following lemma follows from results proved in [2].Lemma 8.4. For all i 2 f1; : : : ; Ig and l > 1, there exist �nite sets A(i; l) �N, B(i; l; p) � N where p 2 A(i; l) and C(i; l; p; q) � N�N where q 2 B(i; l; p),which depend on the routing sequences only (not on the service sequences).These sets are such that8m;n > 1; X i�[1;m](n) = infl2A(i;n) maxp2B(i;n;l) X(iq ;nq)2C(i;n;l;p) �iq[1;m](nq): (8.6)A pair (i; n) appears at most once in each set C(i; n; l; p).This lemma has to be interpreted as the fact that Jackson networks havea (min,max,+) structure, although a very complicated one. Hence, it shouldcome as no surprise that they enter the monotone separable framework. Letus prove it.Causality In both cases, the assumption is that X[1;m] is a.s. �nite for allm. Note that this implies causality as de�ned in � 3.Lemma 8.5. Causality is satis�ed whenever the routing sequences f�i(n)gn2Nare i.i.d. and independent of the service times, and the routing matrixP= (pij); pij = P (�i(1) = j); i; j 2 f1; : : : ; Igis without capture in the open case, and irreducible in the closed case.Proof. The proof is based on the following coupling idea: consider a Kellynetwork (i.e. a route is attached to a customer, see [31]) where the routesare independent and sampled according to the stopped Markov chain withtransition matrix P. By this we mean that in the [1;m]-network, the route ofthe �rst customer to leave node 1 (resp. 0) isfN0 = 1; N1; : : : ; NU1g in the closed casefN0 = D;N1; : : : ; NUI+1g in the open case;where fNpg is a path of the Markov chain P, Ui is the return time to statei, and D is an independent random variable on f1; : : : ; Ig, with distribution�(i) = P (�0(1) = i). The routes of the m �rst customers to be served at node1 (resp. to arrive from node 0) are assumed to be independent and identicallydistributed. In this Kelly network, the routes of these m customers are nota�ected by the service times (in contrast with what happens in the initialnetwork). Thus, in the closed (resp. open) case, all m customers eventuallyreturn to node 1 (resp. leave) provided P is irreducible (resp. P is withoutcapture). In addition, such a Kelly network is identical in law to the [1;m]restriction of the original network. So P (X[1;m] <1) = 1. ut



35In what follows, we will adopt the assumptions of Lemma 8.5 and assume inaddition that the service times are integrable.Monotonicity As an immediate corollary of Lemma 8.4, for all �xed rout-ing sequences, for all m;n > 1 and i, the variable X i�[1;m](n) (and there-fore X i+[1;m](n) as well) is a monotone non-decreasing function of f�j(n); j 2[2; : : : ; I]; n > 1; �1(n); 1 6 n 6 mg (resp. f�j(n); j 2 [1; : : : ; I]; n >1; �0(n); 1 6 n 6 mg). This monotonicity extends to the maximal dater aswell.Non-expansiveness Let j 6 I and l > 1 be �xed. Consider �j(l) as avariable and all other service times as constants. Then, it follows from Lemma8.4 that X i�[1;m](n) is a (min;max) function of �j(l). Thus non-expansivenessas de�ned in � 3 holds.Separability Let 'i[1;m] = supfn > 1 j X i+[1;m](n) <1g; m > 1; (the totalnumber of events which ever complete on station i in the [1;m]-network). Ofcourse '1[1;m] = m in the closed case, and '0[1;m] = m in the open case.The following two properties hold:1. For all i and m, 'i[1;m] does not depend on the (�nite) values of thevariables f�j(n); j 2 [2; : : : ; I]; n > 1; �1(n); 1 6 n 6 mg (resp.f�j(n); j 2 [1; : : : ; I]; n > 1; �0(n); 1 6 n 6 mg) �this follows fromLemma 8.4.2. For all m > 1, the random variables f'i[1;m]; i 6 Ig form a stoppingtime of the sequences f�i(n); i 6 I; n > 1g in the sense thatf'i[1;m] 6 ni; i 6 Ig 2 Ff�i(l); l 6 ni; i 6 Ig;where F(u) denotes the �-algebra generated by the random variable u.We are now in a position to complete the de�nition of N = f�(n);M(n); n 2N�g (see �3) for this network, by takingM(n) def= f�i(l); �i(l); l = 'i[1;n�1] + 1; : : : ; 'i[1;n]; i 6 Ig; n > 1;with the convention 'i[1;0] = 0.With this de�nition, the [m;1]-network, 1 6 m, is a Jackson network asde�ned above, but with the driving sequences�i[m;1](n) = �i(n+ 'i[1;m�1]); n > 1;�i[m;1](n) = �i(n+ 'i[1;m�1]); n > 1:



36From the i.i.d. assumptions on the sequences f�i(n); �i(n); n 2 Ng and thefact that the r. v. 'i[1;m�1] are stopping times, we obtain that the [m;1]-network is equal in distribution to the original [1;1]-network. Separabilityis now clear:� Open case: if Al+1 > A1 +X[1;l], then from monotonicity, for all i,Al+1 > A1 +X i+[1;l]('i[1;l]) > A1 +X i+[1;n]('i[1;l]);and so, the (l+1)-st external arrival �nds an empty network (we knowthat if there are l external arrivals and 'i[1;l] departures from node i, thenthe network is empty). In addition, the next customer to be servedon node i is that with index 'i[1;l] + 1, i 6 I. Thus A1 + X[1;m] =Al+1 +X[l+1;m].� Closed case: if X+[1;m](l + 1) > X[1;l], thenX+[1;m](l + 1) > X i+[1;l]('i[1;l]) > X i+[1;m]('i[1;l]);and so, by the same argument as above, when the (l+1)-st service endson node 1, all customers are present in node 1. Separability follows ina way which is similar to that of the previous case.First order ergodic theoremCompatibility is immediate from Property 2 of f'i[1;m]g. To prove Inte-grability, it is enough to prove that X[1;1] is integrable. This follows from thefact that the stopping times U1 (resp. UI+1) of P are integrable and from theassumption that service times are integrable.Therefore, Theorem 3.2 applies andlimm!1 X[1;m]m = ; a:s:for some positive and �nite constant, both in the open and closed case. Moregenerally, it can be shown that the above limit implies that there exist �niteconstants rates i such thatlim X i�[1;m]m = i; a:s:; i 6 I;both in the open and closed cases. For more details on the computation ofthese rates see [4] and [7].Acknowledgment The authors would like to point out the importance of theIdempotency workshop organized by Jeremy Gunawardena for the maturationof this paper. The second author would also like to thank Jean-Marc Vincentfor fruitful discussions on the subject.
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